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The Politicians’ Creed

 IT IS NOT WHETHER YOU WIN OR LOSE,

BUT HOW WELL YOU PLACE THE BLAME.



My Personal Creed

 If it Ain’t broke…

 It Ain’t mine!!

 Today’s Test Question about Texas…



Where were Hereford Cattle
First Introduced in Texas?

 Name that town?

 It ain’t Hereford, Texas!





Next Question

 How has the Center’s website changed when 
you want to browse our publications?



recenter.tamu.edu  

judon@recenter.tamu.edu











Other Updates

 I just finished rewriting, not revising, “Hints on 
Negotiating An Oil and Gas Lease” pub. 229.

 I then wrote “Lease Extensions During Econ. 
Downturn” pub. #2100 for next issue of Tierra 
Grande.

 So after finishing my presentation on TREC’s 
revised Reservation of Mineral Addendum, I 
will discuss some of the more recent changes 
to the publication. (Get Handout)



If You Are Interested…

 TREC Accepting Applications for Broker-
Lawyer Committee

The Texas Real Estate Commission is looking 
for broker applicants for the Texas Real Estate 
Commission's Broker Lawyer Committee.

 Looking for one from East Texas and another 
from Fort Worth area.



 The word for the day is  “Redundancy”.

 Is the following an example of REDUNDANCY?
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What can you do to

prevent this from happening

to your Clients?

1) When Seller Owns 
No Minerals.

2) When Seller Owns 
All or Part of 
Minerals.



BACKGROUND INFO.
On the “Mineral Estate”,

1) If you own the “Minerals” or “Mineral 
Estate”, exactly what “Rights” do you own?

Basically, what Five Rights comprise the 
Mineral Estate? (a Sixth implied)    AND…

2) What Five Substances do you own? Three 
more are based on the (1) near-surface, (2) 
surface-destruction test.) (A two-part test)
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The “Bundle-of-Sticks” or
“Bundle of Enforceable

Rights” 

The Five Property

Rights Comprising

The Mineral Estate

Include…
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These Rights:

1) Right to negotiate and sign the Lease. (The 
Executive Rights or the Leasing Rights)…The one 
who signs the Lease.

2) Right to enter to Explore (Seismic) and Produce the 
Minerals…Always given to oil co. in the lease.

The Three “Lease Payments” as referenced in Adden.
 3) Right to Receive Delay Rentals ($),

(Negated by “Paid-Up” Leases)
 4) Right to Receive a Bonus ($) for signing the Lease 

and
 5) Right to Retain a Portion of the Production 

known as a Royalty ($).



The Implied Right
(#6?)

 Anyone owning #2, the Right to Enter to 
Explore and Produce the Minerals, has the 
IMPLIED RIGHT (automatic right) to enter 
upon the surface (whether or not owned by 
the mineral owner) without securing the 
permission of the surface owner, without 
paying surface damages and without cleaning 
up. 



Questions

 Why were the Executive Rights, Right to 
receive Bonus and Delay Rentals excluded 
form  the old Addendum 44-1 in the 
description of the “Mineral Estate”?

 How does the new Addendum 44-2 describe 
these rights?

 It adds Executive Rights.



The Five Rights (Sticks) can be both 
Divided and Severed or Severed

and Divided in Infinite 
Combinations!

 What rights do you own if you own “Half 
the Minerals” or “1/4th”?

 How many own the Executive Rts.? 

 Can you own all or half of the Executive 
Rights or Royalties and nothing else?
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What Five (8?) Substances are 
included by the term “Minerals”?
…other than on Mineral Classified 

Land (See my EXCELLENT
publication entitled “Mineral Law 

West of the Pecos” #2026.)



The term “MINERALS” or “OIL, GAS 
AND other MINERALS” includes these 
Five Substances as a matter of law.

 OIL, GAS

 SALT, SULFUR and URANIUM

 COAL, LIGNITE AND IRON ORE are also included if 
they do not lie on or w/i 200 foot of the surface 
and can be produced without destroying the 
surface.  (In Situ Production)
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Which of the five established the 
Private Ownership of Minerals in 

Texas?

This controversy differentiated Texas from Mexico 

where minerals are owned by the state.



THE FOLLOWING TEN SUBSTANCES ARE EXCLUDED 
FROM THE TERM “MINERALS.”

(“The Surface Substances”)

SAND                             LIMESTONE 

GRAVEL                        * COAL

CALICHE * LIGNITE                      WIND?

SURFACE SHALE          * IRON ORE (Not Surface 

BUILDING STONE        GROUNDWATER! Water!)

These may be used free of charge to aid in the exploration and 
production of the minerals without asking permission or 
paying for them.



Question

 Is it ever possible for the mineral owner to 
own any of the ten described surface 
substances (materials)?

 Answer: Yes

 How?

 Name them in the reservation.

 So, some of these could be a mineral or 
associated with the mineral estate, but not 
qualified in the addendum.



Next Question

 If the addendum misstates what is a mineral 
in a particular transactions, can the YOU and 
the broker and/or broker-lawyer committee 
be held for misrepresentation?



The Implied Rights Asso.
w/ Exploration and Production

 When the surface estate has been severed 
from the mineral estate…

 The mineral estate is “Dominant” and 

 The surface estate is the “Servient” which 
means…
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Rule of Law

 Regardless of who owns the surface (either 
the mineral owner or a third party), by 
virtue of the Oil and Gas Lease (which is a 
Deed),…
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The Mineral Lessee has the 
“Implied Right” to use as much 

of the physical surface (and 
surface substances) as 

reasonably necessary to explore 
for & produce the minerals...
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WITHOUT... 
 Having to ask permission from 

the surface owner,

 Having to pay surface damages 
or

 Having to restore the surface.
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The Mineral Lessee is liable for 
surface damages only when it:

 Uses more than is reasonably necessary,

 Negligently injures the surface or

 Fails to accommodate the estates.



For More Information
on this Topic

 See my EXCELLENT articles:

 1) Minerals, Surface Rights and Royalty 
Payments publication #840 and

 2) SURFACE TENSION: The Accommodation of 
the Estates Doctrine publication #2090.



Back to the Original 
Question

 What can potential buyers do to protect the 
surface when the seller owns No Minerals?

 How can YOU assist these buyers?

 1) Ask for Endorsement T-19.1 or T-19.3 on 
the Owner’s Residential Title Policy or

2) Tell them to seek surface waivers from the 
oil company with the lease(s). (LOL because he 
or she is SOL!) 



But, if the Seller owns all or a part of the 
minerals, you have at least Two Options.

1) Purchase all or a part of the minerals, 
especially all or a part of the Executive Rights.
(Remember you can separate this right from the 
other four.) This option ignored by TREC!!!!!!!!

….. And/Or……

2) Purchase or acquire all or a part the 
Right to Enter to Explore and Produce. (The only 
option pursued in the TREC Addendum?)
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Forms Generated Confusion



Problems with Original Addendum

 Created by Residential Real Estate Attorneys 
in the Fort Worth area when production of 
the Barnett Shale entered the City Limit.  They 
were not Oil and Gas Attorneys and no Oil and 
Gas Attorneys set on the Broker-Lawyer 
Committee.

 Broker-Lawyer Committee hates to admit or 
rectify a mistake!!!!!!! 



List  of Problems
 1. In the “real world”, the seller reserves a 

fraction, not a percentage, of the minerals. 

What if they reserved 1/4th % of the minerals?

2) Also, in the form, you cannot reserve simply 
the royalty or the executive rights and nothing 
else.

 3) A “waiver” is not a “conveyance.”  In Texas, 
you cannot waive (forfeit) a property right.  You 
can waive the enforcement of a Prop. Rt., 
though. (What happens if you waive them?)



4) If the waiver could be construed a 
conveyance, is it in gross or appurtenant? (Do 
you know the difference?)

5) The Addendum does not affect existing O&G 
Leases, but not stated in the form.

6) If you get a portion (%) of the right of entry, 
how well does that protect your surface? 

7) Cannot reserve minerals on one portion of 
tract and not on another.



8) Fails to list coal or iron ore as “Near Surface” 
substances.

9) Does not explain the difference in what is a 
mineral on privately owned land versus Mineral 
Classified Land.

10) Does not specify mineral classification is 
limited to when the terms “Minerals” or “Oil, 
Gas and Other Minerals” used in reservation.

11) Cannot reserve one mineral substance and 
not another.

12) Consent (conveyance) by silence????
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If it Ain’t broke, don’t fix it?

This is the way it was 
before the addendum.



My Recommendations?

 “To the extent owned by the Seller, Seller 
conveys to the buyer all rights of ingress and 
egress, whether express or implied, for the 
exploration and production of oil and gas.  
This right runs with the land and is not a 
personal right. The right of entry cannot be 
unreasonably withheld.”

 This is the way it was before the addendum.



Actual Example



Updates



Question

 What would you give (pay) me to insure you 
“receive” 2% above any royalty you negotiate 
in the lease?

 If you negotiate a 20% royalty, I will insure 
your received 20% instead of the regular 18%.

 Go Figure?

 Understanding the difference in “Production” 
and “Post-Production” Costs.



Avoiding  the Deduction of 
Post-Production Costs

 Heritage Resources, Inc. v. NationsBank, , 
decided by the Texas Supreme Court in 1997   
said it couldn’t be done when the royalty is 
set “at the well or wellhead.”

 Recent 2 federal appellate cases held that you 
may be able to avoid post-production costs if 
you move the royalty away from the well to 
the “point of sale”. Both involved Chesapeake.



Recent Texas Case Law

 Appellate decision out of San Antonio, 
Chesapeake Exploration v. Hyder (2014), now 
pending before the Texas Supreme court for 
review held that the costs can be avoid if the 
lease provides: 

1) The royalty shall be free of all post-
production costs between the wellhead and 
point of delivery or sale. 

2) The holding in the Heritage shall have no 
bearing on construing the terms of the lease.



Note

 On the day of this presentation, 6/2/5, the 
Texas Supreme Court affirmed the lower court 
in the Hyder Case and held that royalties can 
be made free of post-production costs.  No 
citation of the case is available at this time.



What do I Recommend?

1) The royalty shall be free of all post-
production costs. 

2) The holding in the Heritage shall have no 
bearing on construing the terms of the lease.

3) The Lessee waives all rights to assert that the 
provision regarding the cost-free royalty as 
being unenforceable in a court of law, whether 
as a plaintiff or a defendant.



Nego. Sur. Dam. When You
Own the Sur. and Minerals

 Generally ask for surface damages for drill site 
in advance based on size of drill site.

 Horizontal drilling introduced larger drill sites 
with multiple completions. So now, initial 
surface dam. cover drill site and first 
completion. 

 Get paid $10,000 (or nego. sum) for each 
completion afterwards.



Water Usage

 Groundwater is not just for drilling anymore.

 No more free groundwater.  Meter it at the 
well. Determine the number of gallons in a 
barrel of water: 33, 44.5 or 55?  Which would 
an Aggie chose? 

 Require meter runs and payment once a 
month.

 Nego. location of wells, frac ponds, 
construction and possible retention.



Landowner Liability
Case Discussed at 

2014 Outlook Conference



Illegal Aliens on Jones Ranch

 Rodriguez v. Boerjan
399 S.W.3d 223
Tex.App.–San Antonio,2012.

 Facts: Security guard for Jones Ranch’s Lessee 
intercepted a strange vehicle traveling down a 
caliche road on the ranch late at night. 
Flashed lights and approached vehicle. Words 
exchanged. 



Holding

 Chasing the trespassing illegals late at night 
on a caliche road was negligent on the part of 
the security guard.

 Summary Judgment for the illegals based on 
nonapplication of Unlawful Act Rule.



TX S. Ct Reverses Decision
(6/27/14)

 “Because our case law makes clear that a land 
occupier owes only a duty to avoid injuring a 
trespasser willfully, wantonly, or through gross 
negligence, a claim for simple negligence must fail.”

 “As to gross negligence, we hold that the trial court 
properly granted a no-evidence summary judgment 
motion because the Rodriguezes failed to raise a 
genuine issue of material fact.”


